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How we saved 
GP surgeries 
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Save Our Surgeries
A campaign led by GP practices, 
patients and community groups



Why we launched SOS

We launched our campaign after a local Practice Manager recognised
the truly devastating impact the loss of the Minimum Practice Income
Guarantee (MPIG) would have on GMS practices in deprived areas. 

The Jubilee Street Practice took its story to The Guardian and the
campaign began in April 2014.

The medical press soon began reporting we were right – 98 GMS
practices would probably be forced to close, with 22 of them in three
east London boroughs. 

What we’ve achieved so far

• None of the at‐risk surgeries in Tower Hamlets have closed (though
all have seen funding cuts) – Jubilee Street secured emergency
funding first.

• By the end of 2015, a further 10 of the most at‐risk surgeries in the
borough had been granted significant emergency funding. The money
was made available through Tower Hamlets CCG, a co‐commissioner,
when NHSE finally admitted there is a 1% ‘headroom budget’ for
emergencies in primary care – an avenue any surgery in England
can pursue.

• We launched ‘The Future of Primary Care’ – a fully researched case
for changing the way practices in deprived areas are funded. 

• We’ve now had direct input into the new funding formula, which
will acknowledge the importance of healthy life expectancy, not
just age, as a critical factor.

Why the SOS campaign has done so well

The strength of SOS has come from:

• 100% support from every GP practice in Tower Hamlets and some
GPs in Hackney – our strong work with the figures was possible
because practices opened their books

• involving experienced local NHS campaigners

• drawing in other groups, including unions and the local mosque, and

• harnessing the support and skills of patients.

Our campaign

Over 18 months, we used every possible means to make our case.

• Lobbying NHS England/Simon Stevens/Jeremy Hunt: Taking
detailed facts & figures with us, correcting NHSE figures and
assumptions, and hosting visits to our practices.

• Research: The campaign included researchers based at Queen
Mary University.

• Community support: Large SOS banners outside every surgery in
Tower Hamlets, leafleting, youTube videos and social media helped
to boost local marches, public meetings and a 25,000‐signature
petition (which rose to 140,000 when 38Degrees backed us). 

• Local MPs: Our MPs raised the issue in Parliament, took our
petition to Downing Street and got the support of all London’s
Labour MPs, who wrote to the Prime Minister.

• Local authorities: We lobbied and got support from local councils
and health scrutiny committees.

• The medical profession: We took the campaign to the BMA and the
Medical Practitioners Union.

• Press coverage: We sent a regular stream of stories to the local,
regional, national and medical press. We took part in radio and TV
interviews, and featured in documentaries.

• The law: A Jubilee Street patient successfully challenged the legality
of NHSE imposing significant service changes without consulting
patients first. The ruling would apply to any future decision by NHSE.



The future

Our campaign is currently taking stock, but we’ve learned a lot about
campaigning for general practice in the interests of patients. 

We want to pass on a positive message to any struggling GP surgery. 

You don’t have to hand back your contract without a fight.

Email us at: EastLondonSaveOurSurgeries@outlook.com


